Unfolding The Potential Of Youth

By Dr. Khaled Albowesada, BDS, MS, Orthodont, cert.

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia: The eyes were centered on interviewing remarkable professors in the field of Ortho- dentics, which is leading to shifting the focus of understanding the potential of youth. Forstering their enthusiasm and cur- rent achievements must be our priority. Their promising activi- ties do not always reflect their proper dynamism. To us, learning is a process that we have to do more than scratching the surface, we need to look at the youth to understand how much we can get them scientifically and practically engaged. I have the honor to introduce to you the students of the Jeddah Associ- ation of Dental Elite Students (JADES). It is a dental student community, which focuses on training each other to become the leading dental practi- tioners of the future and health serv- ices. JADES is a study group that started at Batarji Medical College in 2009. This group was com- posed of students helping each other in order to improve themselves through different effective processes. Describe a situation in which you were involved in a project disagreed with your ideas. What did you do?

It happens and we changed our schedule totally and tried to give more time on that subject from the same day and it always does better results. I would like you to always remember that you are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, smarter than you think, and lovelier than you imagine. It was our high profile person in the col- league we had to deal with him and he wanted to take that way in a negative way, so everyday we used to meet him we used to choose specific words before talk- ing to him to avoid any kind of misunderstanding. It happened and we changed our schedule totally and tried to give more time on that subject from the same day and it always does better results. What was the most complex assign- ment you have had? What was your role?

The most complex assignment I had was to arrange a meeting in KAUST, it was earth day and we had to arrange check up plan for the kids also planting for the elderly, all these organization was by us. Were there times when you put your needs aside to help a colleague un- derstanding a task? How did you do to assist him or her? What was the result? It was when there was German exam at Physikum a lot of stu- dents failed so the good ones passed and we try to help the failed one, we tried to give them short courses and explain to them the important stuff according to our experience from the exam, it was a difficult task and it was time consuming but a lot we put aside our benefits and helped them. It always helps because it can sometimes be difficult to find just the right words to express our ap- preciation for those prominent distin- guished students for their perseverance, challenge and success. The most, glorious moments in our lives are not just the so-called days of success but rather those days when challenges rise in you with a promise of future achievements. The only way of finding the limits of the possible is by going beyond them to the impossibil- ity. Difficulties strengthen the mind and are challenging is inevitable but our very survival depends on our ability to stand strong and adjust to new ideas and face change. The gym cannot be abolished without fruition nor the man perfected without trials. I would like you to always remember that you are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, smarter than you think, and lovelier than you imagine. It was our high profile person in the col- league we had to deal with him and he wanted to take that way in a negative way, so everyday we used to meet him we used to choose specific words before talk- ing to him to avoid any kind of misunderstanding. I would like you to always remember that you are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, smarter than you think, and lovelier than you imagine. It was our high profile person in the col- league we had to deal with him and he wanted to take that way in a negative way, so everyday we used to meet him we used to choose specific words before talk- ing to him to avoid any kind of misunderstanding.